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hi, i'm trying to install windows 10 on my acer (e5-771-64) asus desktop. i've tried the windows 10 creators update for x64 and x86, but it doesn't seem to want to
work with the hd 4000 series graphics card. i've tried msi afterburner, and tried to install the latest amd drivers, but nothing. it seems like it can't find the display port
for the graphics card. i'm not entirely sure if it's the windows 10 install that's stopping it from working or not, i've tried the creators update and it seems to do a better

job of recognizing things such as the graphics card, but the newest drivers i try to install (the amd version specifically) do nothing. i'm a little stuck on this. i would
really appreciate any help. the installation of the driver for the monitor is successful. the problem is that the display does not work. when it is running as a windows xp
driver, everything looks fine. i have tried uninstalling it, but it does not work. does anyone have any suggestions? i have just bought a asus u54s laptop with windows
10 that won't recognise the display. it has a nvidia geforce 860m and the driver was removed when i installed the os. i have installed the x version of the driver but i
don't know what driver to select in the x server display configuration tool or if i should install an additional driver. can you help please? hi, i have a asus rog gx800. i
have updated to windows 10, and the intel hd graphics is not working (intel’s gpu). the drivers came from the asus website. i have a radeon hd 8570m. can you help

me please? i have been trying to install windows 8.1 on my asus zenbook n550jv, but it simply does not boot and, as far as i can see, it cannot be repaired or
recovered. i have tried the other computers to no avail. i am trying to avoid having to reformat the entire system, since i have all my information on it, and simply

want to have a fresh install.
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okay, so i was able to actually install the drivers on my asus n550jl, but i can confirm that using windows 10 build 1903, for gaming purposes anyway, is a terrible
experience. it doesn't feel responsive, it lags, and it feels like the game is unplayable. however, i'm not sure if that's due to these drivers or something else. if you're

stuck with windows 10 build 1903, i would advise not installing these drivers. the best thing you can probably do is to either wait for their next driver, if they do update
it, or just use windows 10 build 1809, which is a great os and it feels a lot better. thanks very much. this will be helpful for some. how i solved it for me was i just

installed the 3rd party driver and then on reboot went to asus website and downloaded there drivers and installed on the laptop. thanks for your service, the drivers
have helped, when everything else fails! i only experienced one issue; it the driver installation didnt finish properly; but after i rebooted and the installation was

finished (automatically) it showed me a green number count of 5 or 6 (i cant recall exactly) on which i then installed the drivers, and all was fine. i had an asus mx402
laptop with intel hd graphics. after updating windows 10 to 1909 from 1903, it no longer supported my media device and other pc functions. i have installed the latest

drivers from asus, nvidia, and realtek and intel, the system is still not working. during installation of windows 10 1909 i had to manually select intel drivers and msi
accelerated raid drivers and boot settings. so i could not select my ata raid driver. after the installation, when i reboot the system, there is no backlit for my keyboard.

here is the link to the support. thanks for your help in advance. 5ec8ef588b
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